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January 10th 2020 

Dear Parents and Carers 

We hope you had a restful winter break. We are very excited about the forthcoming 

term and are looking forward to continuing with our exciting and creative 

curriculum. Our aim is to make learning challenging, but enjoyable. You will find 

details of the main topics to be covered in each curriculum area this term on the 

grid below. We will be going on trips to the British Museum to develop the children’s 

understanding of the Egyptians and to the Lee River Valley to take part in a 

practical workshop about rivers and waterways. 

Please ensure your child reads every day, either independently or with you,  

(ideally a mixture of both) during the course of the week.  

The children completed the statutory spellings last term, so they will now receive 

spellings based on the topic they are studying. This will continue until the end of year 

5.  Spellings will be handed out each Tuesday: 6-10 words to be learnt at home for a 

test the following Wednesday.  Please also check that the children have a good 

understanding of the meaning of each word and can use and apply it 

appropriately.  Knowledge of the multiplication tables is also essential and there will 

be weekly activities to check fluency and confidence of these important facts. 

The new homework format was very successful last term. We will continue to hand 

out weekly maths homework on a Friday, ready for marking on the following Friday. 

Regular P.E. lessons will take place on Wednesday with our specialist P.E. teachers. A 

further lesson will be led by the class teacher throughout the week. Please ensure 

your child has a full P.E. kit (which is clearly labelled) in school and ready to use. It 

can be very disruptive for children to have to find or borrow a kit from another child 

so we would appreciate your support with this. 

Finally all Year 5 children will continue take part in weekly Spanish lessons.  
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Many thanks in advance for your support. 

Alex Fuller   Danielle Noble     Michelle Tarawalli         

Karen McDuling Vasilia Michael  

  



 
 
 
 
 

                     

 

English Newspaper writing - Howard Carter and the 

discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb 

Class study - Holes by Louise Sachar 

Explanation text - rivers 

Maths Multiplication 

Division 

Fractions 

Decimals and Percentages 

Science Materials 

Geography/History Egypt – What makes the Ancient Egyptians a 

civilisation? 

Describe and understand physical geography 

of a river. 

Spanish Specialist teachers to deliver this curriculum 

subject alongside the class teacher 

Computing Coding programme 

PE/Dance Games/PE led by Mrs Adams  

 

RE/PHSE/Philosophy for children RE and PSHE commitment 

Art Linked to each topic and led by Jackie 

Coghlan 

Music Specialist teachers from Da Capo music. 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 

                     

Topic Voluntary home learning ideas 

Egyptians  • Use hieroglyphs to write a message.  

• Design / make an Ancient Egyptian Mummy Sarcophagus.  

• Find out some interesting facts about Ancient Egypt and create 

a multiple choice quiz. 

• Create top trump cards using Ancient Egyptian Gods and 

Goddesses. 

• Create a fact file on a famous Ancient Egyptian. 

• Create a project book with on different aspects of life e.g. work, 

family, religion.  

• Make a pyramid model. Could you show what it might look like 

inside?  

• Make a set of Canopic Jars.  

• Design a tourist leaflet to encourage tourists to visit Egypt.  

• Create a word search about Ancient Egypt. 

• Research and make an Ancient Egyptian game e.g. Senet. 

Rivers • A poem about rivers and/or mountains 

• A pictorial representation of a mountain or river scene eg. 

collage, painting, pastels, photography montage etc. A4 size 

• Create a weather report for a mountainous region (use the 

internet to research the forecast) 

• Design a ‘new’ mode of transport for travelling on a river. Draw 

a diagram and label it. (If you like you could also make a model 

of it) 

• An information piece / factsheet about a river creature. 
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For all the topics please visit the library and find relevant books to help you 

develop a greater understanding 

 

 


